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infinite rank < K, .’ For the sake of these applications, I have extended the 
scope of Brenner’s theorem in two further directions. First, in a sense that 
will bc clear from the preceding paragraph, her theorem realises the right 
regular representation of the given algebra: it will be shown here that certain 
other representations can also be realised. Secondly. the context is widened 
from that of vector spaces over a field to that of modules o\.er an arbitrary 
unital commutative ring. 
The proof of the main results of this paper proceeds in the mfinite case by 
means of a transfinite induction based on Fuch’s construction of ‘large’ 
indecomposable abelian groups, and makes use of an analogue of his concept 
of a rigid system of abelian groups [5]. The main body of the paper is devoted 
to the algebraic aspects of the proof, namely the inductive step and the initial 
and terminal stages of the induction. The set-theoretical aspects, which govern 
the general course of the induction, are treated in an appendis. 
2. STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
Throughout the algebraic part of the paper, K denotes a fired commutative 
ring with identity 1 (f 0). All tensor products that occur are taken over K, 
and all algebras are unital and associative. If A is a K-algebra, we denote its 
underlying K-module by A. Given a K-module L’, we write lV for the 
identity map Y-+ V, and E(V) for the endomorphism algebra of I’. Given 
K-modules V, V’ and families of submodules ?‘/ .= ( UJisr of TV, W := (Z& 
of I”, with one and the same indexing set I, we write 
Hom( V, V’; %, W) = ( p E Hom( I-, I-‘) I Uiq C G’i (; E Z)>, (2.1) 
E(V; %‘I) ~ Hom(fi; L-; @, %); cw 
clearly, Hom( V, V’; &, W) is a submodule of Hom( T-, L-‘) and E( L’; 9) is a 
subalgebra of E( 1”). Save where the contrary is required by the context, a set 
of submodules is always to he regarded as a family, indesed by itself in the 
canonical manner. 
By a basic of a free K-module vve always mean a free basis, and by the 
rank r(F) of a free K-module we understand the cardinal of an arbitrary basis 
of F; it is well known that r(F) is an invariant of E‘. 
Our first theorem extends Brenner’s 5-subspace realisation theorem beyond 
the countable case and improves the lower bound for r(F) in the finite case. 
L Cf. L. Fuchs [5]. We remark that the second sentence on p. 456 of [5] is in conflict 
with the theorem of W. Neumer that is quoted in Section Al of the appendix to this 
note: the effect of this is that Fuchs’s induction always breaks down before the qth 
step, and so cannot be used to construct indecomposables of rank ‘- X,, (if we accept 
the Generalised Continuum Hypothesis). 
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By a set of quasi-generators of a K-algebra A we mean a set of generators of a 
subalgebra B of A such that either B = A or else B is a finitely generated 
K-algebra and Hom(A,/B, -4) = 0. F or algebras over a field, it is clear that 
the notion of a set of quasi-generators reduces to that of a set of generators; 
but we observe that, for example, any sub-Z-algebra of a finite-dimensional 
Q-algebra admits a finite set of quasi-generators, even if it is not finitely 
generated. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let A be (7 K-algebra admitting a set of quasi-cyenevators of 
cardirlal m < N, , atld let F be a free K-module with m -1 1 ’ r(F) <’ x, . 
Then there exists u set # qf 5 submodules of =3 @ F such that 
E(--I i F; ‘I/) = AR @ 1 F, 
where AR is the image of the ~Yyht regular representation A + E(L4). 
liemavk 1. One consequence of Theorem 2.1 appears to violate intuition 
enough to be worth singling out: if we take A to be the trivial K-algebra K 
and make the usual identification IC CS F = F, n-e find that every free K- 
module F of rank < K; admits a set /// of 5 submodules with the property that 
the only endomorphisms of F leaving each of the 5 distinguished submodules 
invariant are the scalar multiplications by the elements of K. (‘l’hc countable 
case of this result has been noted by Brenner for vector spaces over a field.) 
With a view to our applications in [4], we consider also the following 
generalisation of the Brenner-Butler problem: Given a K-moduule I,‘, a sub- 
algebra A of E( Z’), a free K-??lod&e F (-/ 0), and a cardinal ,i, under what 
conditions does there exist u set ,i/ of s submodules of I’* ‘,,Q 1; such that 
E(V SF; P) =: A 1x8 IF? 
The only known general necessary condition is that the subalgebra A must 
be closed in the finite topology on E(V): we recall that the finite topology 
on E(V) is defined by taking as a basis of neighhorhoods of 0 the family of 
right ideals 
X(-Y) ~-. i9’ E E( r’) ~ S, = Oj, (2.3) 
where ,Y ranges over the set of all finite subsets of C. (‘1’. Szele [7]). For 
suppose that IN is a set of submodules of V @F such that E( V 0 F; %!) =: 
AGIl,, and consider an endomorphism q in the closure of A. Then, given 
U E :4[ and u E U, we may write u == 2; xi @fi for suitable elements .x, E V, 
,f, E F. By definition of the finite topology, there exists an endomorphism 
01 EA such that rip = \cin (z’ = I ,..., n), and we have 
u(9, @ lF) - : i (.Vlpj) :afL == i &CL) @f, = u(, @ lF) E l-3‘. 
1 1 
‘I’husp?@lFEE(t’@F;2?) =A@lF.;whenceg,~A,asrequired. 
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\V-e shall prove that under rather weak restrictions on I, I;, and s this 
necessary condition is also sufficient. In order to specify these restrictions, 
we introduce 
DEFImrIOs 2.2. Given a K-module I -, we define the topological hank t( I .) 
of V’ to be the least cardinal for which there exists a set X’ of finite subsets 
of I- such that &E:l. I X 1 = /(l-) and the right ideals .Y(X)(~-EX) form a 
basis of neighbourhoods of 0 for the finite topology on E( I’). It is immcdiatc 
that t( IT) never exceeds the cardinal of any set of generators of I 7; further- 
more, t(V) r(V) if K . 1s an integral domain and Y is torsion-free, and 
t( 1’) dim 11’ if K is a field. It is also clear that the finite topology on E( F7) 
is discrete if and only if t( I’) is finite.’ 
We arc now able to state 
THEOHEN 2.3. Let V be a K-module, let A be a closed subalgebra ofE( I*), 
let F be a jree K-module with Y(F) > t( i.), cmd let s be the lenst cardinal 3 3 
such that y(F) is weakly accessible over max(s, N,). Then there exists a set 9 of 
s + 2 submodules of V @F such that 
(For our terminology relating to accessibility, see Definition Al.1 of the 
appendix.) 
A stronger result can be proved WIWI~ F is of infinite rank. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let V be a K-module, let F be a free K-module of in$nite 
rank m > t( I’), and let s be the least cardinal T;. 3 such that nz is weak& 
accessible over max(s, x,). Then, given any fami[v of 2”* closed subalgebras 
A,(X E fl) of E( I,-), there exists a set Yk^ of s ail I direct summands of V @J F and 
a family of submodules WA(h E A) of T _ $2) F such that, for A, p E A, 
Hom( I. GE’, 1~~ 0 F; J//,, , #,) :r 1. (A --- CL),/ 
(A -# P),\ 
(2.4) 
where ?/,l denotes the set YY u {Ia’,,], regnvded as a famiij indexed by YP” U{ II;] 
in the natural niauner. 
In particular. if t( c’) :< r(F) CC i?, in the statement of Theorem 2.3, then 
s -7 3, so that in this case every closed subalgebra A of E( I’) can bc realised 
by a set of 5 ~- 2 5 submodules of I7 ‘2 F; and if, in addition, r(F) is 
2 1 am indebted to Dr. I<. h/I. Ilangaswvamy for pointing out the inadequacy of 
my- original definition of t(c). 
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infinite, then by taking A, : A(h E /l) in the statement of Theorem 2.4 
we find that there are (at least) 2r(F) essentially different such realisations of A. 
Specialising further, let F be a free K-module of infinite rank < K, , and 
consider an arbitrary K-algebra A admitting a set of quasi-generators of 
cardinal < r(F). Then, trivially, t(L3) >’ r(F), and a simple verification shows 
that A, is a closed subalgebra of E(=3); so it follows from Theorem 2.3 that 
there exists a set ?/ of 5 submodules of =! @F with E(L3 & F; ‘d!) -= AR @ 1 F. 
Thus the infinite case of Theorem 2.1 is contained in Theorem 2.3, and the 
infinite case of Theorem 2.3 is contained in Theorem 2.4. 
Remurk 2. The finite case of Theorem 2.3 sometimes yields a more 
economical realisation than the finite case of Theorem 2.1. For esample, 
let n be a positive integer, and consider the (7L!,1)-dimensional algebra A of all 
upper-triangular n x n matrices over a field K. Then by taking i7 and F to be 
n-dimensional vector spaces over K in Theorem 2.3 we can realise the natural 
representation of A on I’ by 5 subspaces of the ?&dimensional vector 
space 1’ OF, whereas, since A is noncommutative and so requires at least 
2 generators,” in order to realise the right regular representation of A by 
Theorem 2.1, we must take F of dimension at least 3, so that iz cg F is of 
dimension at least 3($l) :- $n(fz - I). It is instructive to compare these two 
realisations of A with the natural realisation of A by a chain of n ~ I sub- 
spaces of an n-dimensional vector space. For a cyclic algebra, Theorem 2.1 
will of course in general be more economical than Theorem 2.3. 
Remark 3. For what is known concerning the possibility of realising 
algebras over a field by 4 or fewer subspaces, see Brenner [2]; she has shown 
in particular that the trivial K-algebra K can be realiscd by (at most) 4 sub- 
spaces of any finite-dimensional vector space, and gives a complete catalogue 
of such realisations in the appendix to her paper. However, it is not known 
whether the trivial algebra can be realised by 4 subspaces of an infinite.. 
dimensional vector space, even in the countable case: indeed, I know of no 
algebra that can be shown not to be realisable by 4 subspaces of some infinite- 
dimensional vector space. 
Renzark 4. It follows from a result of Zassenhaus [8] that if A is a ring 
whose additive group A is free abelian of finite rank, there exists a countable 
set J)/ of subgroups of ,4 such that E(L4; $) = AR . The corresponding 
assertion for algebras over an arbitrary rin g is false, as can easily be seen by 
consideration of the case of a division algebra over a field. 
3 Note that if K has at least n elements, then A is generated by the upper-triangular 
matrix with 1 in every available position together with any diagonal matrix with 
distinct diagonal entries. 
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3. FIRST KEDUCTIO~- OF THE PROBLEM 
Like the Brenner 5-subspace theorem, the theorems stated in Section 2 
depend essentially on the existence of suitable realisations of the trivial 
K-algebra K. a\n initial supply of such realisations is constructed in this 
section. 
I\‘e start by establishing some notation. Let CI, F, F’ be K-modules. ‘l‘hen, 
given an element x E C’ and a homomorphism 9) : F -+ F’, we write .X (;;J 9: 
for the homomorphism F ---+ V OF defined by 
f(x @3 p’) = x ‘3 (fq) (f EF); (3. I ) 
LT ‘,,\ 4 q~ and x ‘3 Hom(F, F’) are defined in the obvious way as submodules of 
Hom(F, b’ &, F’). A few straightforward extensions of these notations will 
be used without further comment. Again, given K-modules I’, F and a set 9 
of direct summands of F. we define 
this set of direct summands of CT &:!F will be regarded as a family indexed 
by ?Y in the natural way. 
The next two lemmas take care of the set %/ of direct summands in the 
statement of Theorem 2.4. 
LEMRU 3.1. Let S be a free K-module of rank s > 2. Theu there exis?s 
aseto9ofs + 1 free cyclic direct summands of S such that, for every K-module I’, 
Hom(S, V@S;$V, V@%) = Vols. (3.2) 
Proof. Suppose first that s is finite. Choose a basis e, ,..., e, of S, write 
e, =: 1;’ ei , and set GY = {Ke, ,..., Ke,}. Let V be a K-module, and consider 
any 9) E Hom(S, V @ S; dY, V @‘a). Since e,g? E V @ Kei , there exist 
elements xi E V such that eip, = xi 3 ei (i = O,..., s); but then 
whence x0 = x1 = ... = J, , because e, , . . . , e, form a basis of S. It follows 
that 9 = x,, @ Is, so that the left-hand side of (3.2) is contained in the 
right-hand side. The reverse inclusion is obvious. 
Ifs is infinite, choose a basis ei (;trI) of S, and take OY to be the set of all 
Kei (z’ E I) and all K(e, + ei) (i E I, i # 0), w h ere 0 denotes an arbitrary fixed 
element of I. Then / OY 1 = 2s - 1 == s + 1, and an argument similar to 
that for finite s establishes (3.2). The lemma follows. 
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LEMMA 3.2. Let S be a free K-module, and let Y be a set of direct summands 
of 5’ such that, for some K-module V’, 
Hom(S, V’ @ S; g?/, V’ @ Y) = V’ @ Is. (3.3) 
Then, for any K-module V, 
Hom( V @ S, V’ @ S; V @ ?J, V’ @ Y) = Hom( V, V’) @ Is . (3.4) 
Proof. Let v E Hom( V @ S, V’ 0 S; V 0 g, V’ @ Y). Then, applying 
(3.3) to (X @ Is)v for each x E V, we find without difficulty that there exists a 
homomorphism # : V + V’ such that qz = # @ Is. The lemma follows. 
To take advantage of the two preceding lemmas, we adopt some more 
notation. Given a free K-module S, K-modules V, V’, and submodules U 
of V $3 S, U’ of V’ @ S, we set 
Hom( V, V’; U, U’), = {v E Hom( V, V’) I U(p, 3 1 s) C U’}, (3.5) 
E( V; U), = Hom( V, V; U, U), . (3.6) 
The following corollary to Lemma 3.2 is immediate. 
COROLLARY 3.3. Let S, g, V, V’ be as in Lemma 3.2. Then, for any 
submodules U of V @ S, U’ of V’ @ S. 
Hom(V@S, V’@S; V@~~U{(U},V’@CYU{U’}) 
= Hom(V, V’; U, U’), @ Is. 
4. THE FUNDAMENTAL REALISATION THEOREMS 
We base the proofs of our realisation theorems on the following two 
fundamental results. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let A be a K-algebra admitting a Jinite set of m quasi- 
generators, and let T be a free K-module of j%zite rank r(T) > m + 1. Then 
there exists a submodule W of A @ T such that 
E(A; W), = AR. (4.1) 
THEOREM 4.2. Let V be a K-module, let A be a closed subalgebra of E( V), 
and let T be a free K-module with r(T) > t(V). Then there exists a submodule W 
of V @ T such that 
E(V; W), = A. (4.2) 
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Note that Lemma 3.1 and Corollary 3.3 imply at once that in the situation 
of Theorem 4.1 there exists a set ‘/I/ of r(T) -! 2 + m + 3 submodules of 
14 @ 7 1 . wtth E(A @) li’; ,‘/I) z A, :)J I r , and that in the situation 01 
Theorem 4.2 there exists a set W of Y(T) 2 t(L-) ;- 2 submodules of 
P’ @? T with E( TI (3 T; ‘/I) A ~3 1 T . The major difficulty in the proofs 
of Theorems 2.i and 2.3 lies in showing that the lower bounds 777 3 ;Ind 
t( c’) + 2 can in general be reduced. 
Ptmj of Theorem 4.1. Let ,F~ 3..., Sk bc a set of quasi-generators of A, 
write g, zP 1, and let B be the subalgebra of A generated by g, ,..., gl,, . 
Choose z+, ..., u,,, to be distinct elements of a basis of T, and set 
so that IZ’ is the submodule of L4 @;I T consisting of all elements of the form 
xr (gp) 8 ui for u E A. 
Now it is immediate from (4.3) that W is invariant under AR go lr ; so 
we have at once the inclusion 
E(A; W),2 AR. 
To obtain the reverse inclusion, consider any QJ EE(II; J/I/), . Then for 
any aeA we have (CI;“giu (3 u,)(v ~2 1 r) t W, so there exists an element 
a’ E A with 
and, equating the ‘coefficients’ of the basis elements zli , we find that 
(&ah = tYia' (i = o,..., m). 
But for i = 0 this equation reduces to ag, = a’; so, for ail a E A, 
(wh == dw) (i = I,..., m). 
In other words, 9 commutes with multiplication on the left by any one of the 
generators g, , . . . , y),, of B. Therefore, by a well-known argument, g, commutes 
with multiplication on the left by an arbitrary element of B, whence 
bg, == (bl)? = b(1~) (h EB) (cf. [3], 1 ,roof of Theorem 1). Thus v acts as 
multiplication on the right by 1~ on R. Since Hom(=1/B, -4) -: 0, we conclude 
that cp acts as multiplication on the right by 1~ on the whole of i3, so that 
‘p E AR . This completes the proof of Theorem 4.1. 
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Proof of Theorem 4.2. Replacing T by a suitable free direct summand, if 
necessary, we may assume that r(T) ~-~ t(V). Then, by Definition 2.2, there 
is a set .!X of finite subsets of If’ such that EXE,% i X / = y(T) and the right 
ideals X(S) (SEX) form a basis of neighbourhoods of 0 for the finite 
topologv on E( I). Choose a basis of T and index it as ux,,(X F L?“, .T E X); then 
Take 
. (4.4) 
(4.5) 
As in the proof of Theorem 4.1, we have at once 
E( V; W), 2 A. 
For the reverse inclusion, consider any g, E E( I’; IV), . Since each summand 
of (4.5) is contained in the corresponding summand of (4.4), therefore 
Consequently, for each X E X we have 
that is, there exist endomorphisms nx E A such that 
Equating coefficients, we find that 
xg, = xcr, (x E x, x E 2”). 
Since the N(X) (X E 3) form a basis of neighbourhoods of 0 for the finite 
topology on E(V), this is precisely the condition for F to belong to the 
closure of A in E(V). By hypothesis, A is closed. Therefore v E A; and 
Theorem 4.2 is proved. 
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5. PROOF OF THEOREMS 2.1 AND 2.3 IN THE FINITE CASE 
The proofs of Theorems 2.1 and 2.3 in the finite case are completed by 
LEMMA 5.1. Let T be a free K-module of finite rank. Then there exists a 
set 9 of 4 direct summands of T such that, for any K-module V, 
Hom(T,~~OT;,VO~)=VOIT. (5.1) 
To deduce the finite case of Theorem 2.1, let A be a K-algebra admitting 
a set of m quasi-generators, and let T be a free K-module of finite rank 
y(T) 3 m $- 1, so that m is of necessity finite. By Theorem 4.1 there exists 
a submodule IV of 4 @ T satisfying (4.1). Take 9 as in Lemma 5.1, and 
set @ = A @ 9 U {IV). Then 4 is a set of 5 submodules of A @ T, and, 
by Corollary 3.3 and (4.1) we have E(A @ T; %) = E(_4; IV), @ lT = 
&BIT, as required. The finite case y(F) < K, of Theorem 2.3 follows in 
the same way from the finite case of Theorem 4.2. 
We base the proof of Lemma 5.1 on 
LEMMA 5.2. Let n be a positive integer, and let F, S be free K-modules of 
ranks n, 2, respectively. Then there exists a direct summand U qf F @ S such 
that, for any K-module L-, 
Hom(F, V@F; U, V@ U), = V@ 1,. (5.2) 
Proof. Choose bases fi ,..., fn of F and e, , es of S, and take 
U = f K(fk 0 el +fk+l 0 ed 
Clearly, U is a direct summand ofF @j S. Let r be a K-module, and consider 
any v E Hom(F, 1’ OF; U, IV @J U), . Then g, is a homomorphism F ---f V @F 
such that U(p) @ ls) C V @ U; so for i = l,..., n and k :: I,..., n - 1 
we may write 
.A? = c x’,’ Ofi, (5.4) 
j<n 
(fk 0 e, +fk+l 0 eJ(cp 63 1s) = C ~2 0 (fh 0 el i-ffi+l 0 ed, (5.5) 
h < n 
for suitable elements ~0, yI;” E V. But by (5.4) the left-hand side of (5.5) is also 
equal to 
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and, equating the coeflicients of the basis elements fj @ e, of F @ S in the 
two expressions we find that xkh = ~,;h = x!$ , x~?~ = 0 == xi+i 
(h, k = l,..., n ~ 1). It follows that MY,’ : Sj.xrl, so that (5.4) reduces to 
jip, = xii @?jf( . Therefcre v = xi1 (3 Is E 6’ 3 Is. Thus the left-hand side 
of (5.2) is contained in the right-hand side. The reverse inclusion is trivial; 
and Lemma 5.2 is proved. 
Pwof of I,enma 5.1. Let II be an arbitrary positive integer. It is clearly 
enough to show that the lemma is true for at least one fret K-module of each 
of the ranks 211, 2n -- 1. WC adhere to the notation of the proof of Lemma 5.2. 
(i) \Yrite 7’ F @ S, so that 7’ is fret of rank 2n. Put 
e, = Cl + e2, 9 ~~2 {Kc, . Ke, , Ke,} 
as in the proof of Lemma 3.1, and take 3 = F 0 Y LJ {U}. For any K- 
module J’ we than have, by Corollary 3.3 and (5.2) 
as required. 
(ii) Write F’ = x2:, Kjk, 7” = (F’ & Ke,) 3 (F @ Ke,), so that 7” is 
free of rank 2n - 1. Take 3”’ = {F’ @ Ke, , F’ (21 Ke, , F @ Ke, , U). Let Z- 
be any K-module, and consider an arbitrary 9’ E Hom(T’, V @ T’; 
8’, G’@ 9’). nTow 1’ = T’ @ K(f, @) e,), so we may extend 9)’ to a 
homomorphism F : T + I/ 83 T such that (f,? @ e,)~ = w @ e, , where 
w E Z’ @F is defined by (fn @ e,)p’ = zu @ e2. Then p E Hom(T, Z 8 T; 
9, V 0 3); SO v = x Q IT for some x E V, by case (i). Therefore 
VI >:~ 9) 7” s (3 lr, E V @ lr, . Thus 
Hom( T’, Z’ @ T’; Y, Z’ $9’) C Z’ @ I 7. 
The reverse inclusion is trivial; and the proof of Lemma 5.1 is complete. 
We have now completed the proofs of Theorems 2.1 and 2.3 in the finite 
cases. Theorems 2.1, 2.3, and 2.4 will therefore all be proved once we have 
established Theorem 2.4; for this clearly contains the infinity case of Theorem 
2.3, which in turn contains the infinite case of Theorem 2.1, as we have already 
observed. 
6. RIGID FAMILIES OF S-TRIPLES: FURTHER REDUCTION OF THE PROBLEM 
In this section we reduce Theorem 2.4 to what is in effect a slightly stronger 
assertion for the case in which all the A,+ (X E 11) coincide with E(V). 
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It is convenient to insert at this stage a simple technical lemma which 
follows at once from (3.5) and standard canonical identifications. 
LEMMA 6.1. Let S be ufree K-module. l’hen (i) given K-modules I,1 , IT2 
and submodules 1.l C UT C CT1 6, S, C;,li C U, C I’, @ S, we have 
Hom( I; , C,; Z’T, l$)s L Hom(l; , I-,; C;, , Zr.JS ; 
(ii) given families of K-modules I’,, (A E A), VL (CL E &‘) and submodules 
lJA C I’,, @ S, Ul C V,: @ S, we have 
(Cp 1’; and 2: I’, denote respectively the direct sum and the complete 
direct sum of the family of modules I-,, .) 
DEFINITION 6.2. Let S be a free K-module. An S-triple is an ordered 
triple (F; U, C’) consisting of a free K-module F (f 0) together with two 
free direct summands U, L” of F @ S such that UC: CT’ and CT’; l7 is free. 
A family of S-triples (F, ; C,‘,, Ul) (A E A) is rigid if, for ;\, p ~/l and for 
every K-module V, 
where In denotes the identity map on F,, , . an S-triple is rigid if it constitutes 
a rigid family on its own. (Cf. Fuchs [5].) 
We shall now prove that Theorem 2.4 follows from 
THEOREM 6.3. Let S be a free K-module qf rank s ;: 3, ntzd let m be an 
infinite cardinal that is weuk<y accessible over max(s, N,). Then there exists 
a rigid family of S-triples (F, ; U, , lJ1) (A E A) with the propehevty hat for eael-, 
injinite cardinal n .$ m there is a subset A(n) of the indexing set A such that 
1 A(n)! = 2”” and 
r(F,) = FL, Y( c;/ l:,) S?l (A E A(n)). (6.2) 
We first deduce 
THEOREM 6.4. Let S, s, m be as in the statement of Theorem 6.3. Let A be an 
indexing set, and for each h E A let F, be a free K-module of infinite rank C< m, 
let V,, be a K-module with t(r’J z< r(F,,), and let A, be a closed subalgebra 
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of E( VA). Suppose that for each infinite cardinal II ’ rta there are at most 2”” 
indices X E Afor which r(F,) = n. Then there exist submodules kVA C I,‘,! oFA @ S 
(A E A) such that, for A, p E A, 
Proof. By virtue of the assumption on the ranks of the F,3 , it follows from 
Theorem 6.3 that there exist direct summands Ci,j , CT,{ of FA 3 S (A E A) 
such that (FA ; U,a , CT;) (A E A) is a rigid family of S-triples with 
y(U,‘i LTAi,) 2 t( VA) (A E A). For each X E .I choose a direct complement 7’, 
of U,, in CT; , so that Y( Th) > t( VA) and 
ITA @ 17; = (VA 0 CA) s (Ji, @ TJ. (6.4) 
Theorem 4.2 guarantees the existence, for each X E A, of a submodule JV; 
of JIWA @ S with the property that 
E( VA; Lb’;),, ~= A, . (6.5) 
Take 
fiTA = ( L’A @ U,) @ H’; (A E A). (6.6) 
Now the fact that (F,, ; CT,, , .5’;) (A E A) is rigid implies at once that, for 
&PEA 
(cf. Lemma 3.2). Since JTn (5 C’,, C JJ; C IT:, c CT,; (A E A), it therefore 
follows by Lemma 6.1(i) that, for A, JL E A, 
This establishes (6.3) lvhen X f p, and implies also that 
But it is immediate from (6.4) and (6.6) that 
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whence p E E( VA ; Wi), . Consequently, E( VA ; WA),,, c AA , by (6.5). 
The reverse inclusion being immediate from (6.5) and (6.6), we deduce that 
In view of (6.7), this establishes (6.3) in the case h = p; and the deduction of 
Theorem 6.4 from Theorem 6.3 is complete. 
Deduction of Theorem 2.4, Consider the situation of the theorem, and 
take S to be a free K-module of rank S. Now m is infinite, and 3 ~-2 s <l m by 
our choice of s; so ms nr. Thus the free K-module F ~~~~ S is of rank 
llzs = nz = r(F); so E’ ~S,J S z I;, and it will bc enough to establish the 
conclusions of Theorem 2.4 with F @j S in the place of F. 
In the situation that wc arc’ considering, the hypotheses of Theorem 6.4 
are certainly satisfied, so there exist submodules lVA (A F .,I) of I’ 0 F 21 5’ 
such that, for A, p E A, 
Lemma 3.1 provides us with a set ?Y of s my 1 direct summands of S such that 
Therefore, if we write $fl‘ _ 1. (j$ F @I OJ, j2/, = W U {W’,,} (A E A), we 
conclude by Corollary 3.3 that 
Theorem 2.4 follows. 
The reader will not have failed to observe that a much stronger result than 
Theorem 2.4 may be deduced from Theorem 6.4 in the same way; we leave 
to him the task of writing it down. 
The inductive proof of Theorem 6.3 occupies the remaining sections of 
the paper. 
7. THE IXDUCTIVE STEP 
LEMMA 7.1. Let n, p be injinite cardinals, let M, N, P be pairwise disjoint 
indexing sets such that 
‘PJ =2p (7.1) 
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let S be a free K-module, and suppose that (F,, ; U,, , Ui) (A EM u N) is a rigid 
family of S-triples such that 
(7.2) 
(7.3) 
Then there exist S-triples (F, ; U, , Ui) (p E P) such that (FA ; U,, , Ui) 
(A E M u P) is a rigid family and 
r(F,) = n, r(uIluP) = P (PEP)* (7.4) 
(Cf. the Lemma of Fuchs [5].) 
Proof. For each v E N, (7.2) allows us to choose an element u, of a basis of 
a direct complement of U, in Ui ; and then, by (7.3,), we may choose a direct 
decomposition 
where IV, W’ are free of rank p. Let q,O, wvl (y E T) be a basis of W, so that 
/ r 1 = p. Identify P with the set of all functions r+ (0, l}, and write 
zo,Q zzz we(y) 
Y (Y E c P E P). (7.6) 
Finally, choose an index 0 E N, and write N* = N \ (0). 
For each p E P we now write 
Iz, == F = 5 F, , 
“EN 
It is immediate from the construction that the (FD ; U,, , Ui) (p E P) are 
S-triples satisfying (7.4). Let I’ be a K-module. Note that 
f u, c u, , 
0 
vg u;c c (V@ rr:) (P EP)i (7.8) 
“EN VEN 
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therefore, by Lemma 6.1 atid the rigidity of the original family of S-triples 
indexed by M u N, we have, for any p E n/r, p E P, 
‘Thus it only remains for us to prove that the family of new S-triples 
(FO ; CjTO , CT;) (p E 1’) is rigid. ‘l’o prove this, let p, cr E P, and consider an 
arbitrary 
it will be enough to prove that p ~~ x,, (3 IF for some x,, E IT, and that 
x,, = 0 if p f 0. Now a second application of Lemma 6.1 to (7.8) and the 
rigidity of the original family shows that 
so there exist elements .x,, E I,- (IJ E Y) such that 
Q c (2” 3 I,,). (7.10) 
,I ,z N 
from which it follows at once that N,. = P,, . Thus (7.10) reduces to 
y : x0 Gj 1 F. If p + 0, choose 8 t r such that p(S) + ~$6); then, by (7.6) 
and our choice of the ~2s. the elements wg”, q,” (y t r) form a basis of a free 
direct summand of W, so (7.7) and (7.9) imply that 
hence x,, == 0. as required. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 7.1. We note two immediate corollaries; 
in the statement of each of them, S is a given free K-module and s is a non- 
zero cardinai. 
I’ror$ C’hoosc ;t dirwt dccompsition 
S (Kr, .. Ke, Kc,) ‘j .Y’. (X.1) 
\vhcre the summands arc free of ranks 3. s - 3, respwtivdy. Let F lx! a free 
K-module of rnnk X,, with hasis f, (i : 0, I,...), and take 
c’ -: r;, ;I, CT, ) 1.’ l.;, ‘1; CT; ,I;> (F @ S’), uf.2) 
where 
(8.3) 
$31 ‘I 1’2-2 
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(Throughout the proof, i andj range over the non-negative integers.) Clearly, 
(/;; 1.‘, l,“) is an S-triple. Aloreovcr 
r([j’/fJ) =.: r( fJ;/f rl) + T(F @ S’) - K, -.. (S 3) K,, s N,,; 
so (7.12) is satisfied. 
Let I- bc a K-module and consider any q~ E I-lom(F, 1. @; F; c’, Le (3) I”), . 
ITor each i there exist x,] E I,‘, almost all zero, such that 
Rut then, using @.I), (8.2), and (8.3), we find that 
and, by an argument similar to that of the proof of Lemma 5.2, it is easily 
shown that rij = .?imi (j 2 i), xij :.- 0 (j .:: i). Thus (8.4) reduces to 
where the non-negative integer k is chosen so that X,,J -: 0 (j __’ k). A ~cond 
application of (8.2) and (8.3) shows that 
tlcncc, in particular, by (8.5) and (8.3:?), 
and, since 4k’ /i . . . (2/z -f I)‘, this implies that .\.,,I 0 (j 0). Thcrcforc 
(8.5) takes the form .f,rp .s,,o l;:.f, , so that ‘I‘ .Y,O 5‘ IF c by :?) IF This , 
concludes the proof of I,cninia X. I 
9. THE Pnoor, OF 'I'HEORI:I\I 6.3 
IVe prow Theorem 6.3 by applying the induction principle established in 
the appendix to the results of the previous two sections. 
I,ct S bc a free K-module of rank .r ;> 3, and let the infinite cardinal VI hc 
weakly acccssiblc over s . H,, . Par any cardinal n, define ~(12) 2X’f. Then T: 
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satisfies the monotonicity conditions (A1.3), and m is rr-accessible over i-$ , 
by Lemma -41.2. Take % to be the class of all S-triples t = (5’; U, U’) with 
r( U’!U) = s . 7(F), r(F) 2 R, ; 
and for each such S-triple 1 put r(t) = r(F). Take B to be the property of 
rigidity for families of S-triples in V?; we note that 9 is certainly a property 
of finite character, because a family of S-triples is rigid if and only if all 
subfamilies with at most 2 members are rigid. 
Corollary 7.2 asserts that B satisfies the substitution condition (SC,) of 
Section A2 for all infinite cardinals n. %Ioreover, Corollary 7.3 and Lemma 8.1 
guarantee that there exists a B-family of %-objects t, (h ~(1~) such that 
~ fl, i = +,) and r(t,) = K, (h E A,). Therefore, by Theorem A2.2, there 
exists a .Y-family of V-objects t,% (h E /I,,) such that for each infinite cardinal 
72 ..< m there is a subset /l(n) of il such that 1 /l(n)/ =m= r(n) and v(tJ n 
(;\ E il(tz)); and this is precisely the statement of Theorem 6.3. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 6.3 and therewith also the proofs of 
Theorems 6.4, 2.1, 2.3, and 2.4. 
In closing, we note two ways in which our results may be extended. 
(i) If K is a field, or if K is an integral domain and we restrict our attention 
throughout to torsion-free modules over K, then Theorem 6.3 remains true 
if we replace max(s, K,) by max(s, 1 K ~, K,,) and the 2”” by I K isn; this means 
that Theorem 2.4 remains true if we make the same substitutions (with m 
in place of II), and that in Theorem 2.1 we may replace Xt, by the least strongly 
inaccessible cardinal not greater than ; K ~. Of course the improvement that 
we obtain in this way is only genuine when the field or integral domain K is 
extravagantly large. 
The only non-trivial modification that needs to be made is to show that in 
the case under consideration we may replace (7.1) in the statement of 
Lemma 7.1 by 
IPl = /K\P. (9.1) 
To do this, we make the identification P = Kr, which is consistent with (9.1) 
because I r : = p, and replace (7.6) by 
(Y E r, P E q. (9.2) 
The proof of Lemma 7.1 then carries through as before. We note that in the 
case p f (T, if we again choose 6 E I’ so that p(6) # a(S), then the elements 
~~0, wYu (y E r) are linearly independent in W, and, since we are now assuming 
that the K-module I’ is torsion-free, this is enough to establish the crucial 
last equality of (7.11). 
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(ii) It is easy to deduct from Lemma 5.2 that if :i is a free K-module of 
rank 3 then for an arbitrary positive integer IZ there exists a rigid ,5’-triple 
(I;‘; L:. T,“) with r(F) = y( I’.‘; CT) =L~ II. B ’ n inductive argument using ;I finite 
analogue of I,cmma 7.1 then establishes a finite analogue of Theorem 6.3, 
from which the following extension of tlrc jillitc case of Thcorcm 2. I may be 
&duced: Let A,, (A E A) be a fnmi!l! C$ jtlitely yuzsi-Cgenernted K-a1gebwz.s 
itzdexed by a countable set A (01. by a set A of cardinal K ~ zy K is an integrnl 
domain und the undeerlying K-modules .Jn of the A, are all torsion-j?ee); then fat 
each A r-A there exist a free K-moduie FA of finite rank atd a family ofi,, qf 
5 submodules of A, @FA such that, ,for A, p E A, E(il, 6; F,, ; /l/J -~ A,, (5) 1, 
axd Horn (=I, @j F,> , A ~ (5 I;,, ; #,, , ?/J 0 (h f Jo). (In the torsion-free 
case, if there exists a positive integc-r WI such that each A,, admits a set of RZ 
quasi-generators, the FA may be required to be all of rank m ]- 2; in the 
general case, however, the F,, n-ill be of unbounded ranks even when the A, 
are boundedly quasi-generated.) We omit the details of the proof, which 
presents no especial difficulty. 
APPENDIX: SET-THEORETICAL THEOREMS 
Al. ACCESSIBILITY AND REGRESSIVE FUNCTIONS 
Throughout the appendix, ,Q denotes either an ordinal or else the symbol m, 
which is to be regarded as formally greater than every ordinal. M’e call Q 
legulur if it is either a regular limit ordinal or the symbol 03.~ We write W(M) 
for the class of all ordinals . . . -0, and W*(Q) for the class of all non-zero 
ordinals < Q. A repessive fuwtion for Q is a function .f : H’*(Q) ---z W(Q) 
such that 
f(6) < E (CT E JJJ*(Q)). (Al.1) 
1%‘. Neumer ([6] Satz 2; see also [I] Section 9 Satz 1) has proved that if fis u 
repessizse function for a regular Q > w,, , then there is an ordinal [ E IV(Q) 
for which 
If-‘(()I = Q. (A1.2) 
(When Q = CO, (A1.2) is to be interpreted as the assertion thatf-l(E) is not 
a set.) This result is refined in the present section. 
4 See Bachmann’s monograph [I] for unexplained terminology and notation relating 
to Transfinite Arithmetic. 
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For the rest of the appendix, n denotes a fixed function from the class of 
cardinals into itself such that, for cardinals of, ~1, 
a(n) > n; and In > n =s .rr(m) 3 n(n). (Al .3) 
DEFINITION Al.]. A cardinal m* is irzlaccessible if Chsil mh < WZ* whenever 
m, -< m* (X E A) and ! /l / < m*. \Ve say that m* is n-inaccessible if m* is 
inaccessible and 
n < m* 3 r(n) < m*. (Al .4) 
We say also that a cardinal m is n-accessible over a cardinal q if (m < q or) 
there exists no r-inaccessible cardinal m* such that q < t?zV < m. As usual, 
we use the terms strongly inaccessible and weakly inaccessible instead of 
n-inaccessible and n-accessible when rr is the function n + 2%. 
In our applications, n is a function of the form n ---f q’n, where q (> 1) and 
s (, 0) are fixed cardinals; since qS” 3 max(s, q), and qs” = 2n if 
n > max(s, q, N,), we have at once 
LEMMA A1.2. If 7~ is the function n -+ qSn for fixed cardinals q (> l), 
s (> 0), then a cardinal m is n-accessible over N, if and only if m is weakly 
accessible over max(s, q, K,). 
DEFINITION A1.3. Given a nondecreasing (transfinite) sequence (qE) of 
infinite cardinals, we say that Q is (q,)-accessible if Q < a3 and for every 
regular limit ordinal p in the range w0 < p < Q there exists an ordinal 
t E W(p) such that p < qc , and we say that a regressive function f for Q is 
(q$)-regressive for Q if 
If-W < 4C (E E I. (Al S) 
The main result of this section is 
THEOREM Al .4. Given an infinite cardinal m,, , let (mg) be the sequence of all 
cardinals > m, , taken in increasing order. Then there exists a (,(m,))-regressi,ve 
function.for L? if and ouly ifs2 < cn and mR is n-accessible over m,, . 
\Vc take the proof in two stages. 
LEMMA Al .5. For a given nondecreasing sequence (qe) of in.nite cardinals, 
there exists a (q,)-regressive function JOY Q ;f and only if Q is (qc)-accessible. 
Proof. ‘Only if.’ Suppose that there exists a (q*)-regressive function for Q, 
say f. Let w0 < p < Q, where p is a regular limit ordinal or 00. Then the 
restriction g off to W*(p) is a regressive function for p, and by Neumer’s 
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theorem there exists an ordinal [E W(p) with 1 g-l(t), = ,& whence 
p == 1 g-Q)1 35 If-‘([)] -5; qt. Since qE is a cardinal, it follows in particular 
that we cannot have p = co. Therefore 5-2 < x); and we have proved that S1 
is (q:)-accessible. 
‘If’. We use transfinite induction. If 9 < w1 , then 8 5. K, >. 4,) , and 
we get a (q,)-regressive function $ for Q by setting f&t) = 0 ([ E If,‘*@)). 
Consider then a (qE)-accessible ordinal 8 ;; w1 , and suppose that, for each 
y ( 0, f, is a (q,)-regressive function for y. We distinguish three cases. 
First case. S2 is an isolated ordinal. ‘Then .Q has an immediate predecessor 
01, say, and we may set fo(ol) =: 0, fo([) mu: ,fJ[) (0 < t < a). Clearly, ,fo is 
(q&regressive for S2. 
Second case. R is a regular limit ordinal. Then by hypothesis there is an 
ordinal ,8 -: R with s?? ‘... qa . Since /3 ~: I < S2, we may set 
It is again clear that fo is (qJ-regressive for 9. 
Third case. S2 is a singular limit ordinal. Then, by definition, we may 
write S2 = supur+ ~‘2, for some limit ordinal y < Q and some strictly in- 
creasing sequence of ordinals S& (< S2). We assume, as we may, that Q, = 0 
and that Sz, is a normal function of oi, in the sense that Q, = supaiA S.2, for 
every limit ordinal h < y. By our induction hypothesis, the (qE)-regressive 
functions f, and fn, = g, (a < y) are defined. Consider an arbitrary ordinal 
5 E IV(S2). If we take p to be the least ordinal for which 4 < S2, , then 
0 < /3 < y. Moreover, by normality, ,5 cannot be a limit ordinal, 
so it must have an immediate predecessor, say (Y. Then ,6 = a 2 1, and 
n, -; 6 < Q&, .< n, + Q,,, . Therefore [ is uniquely expressible in the 
form 5‘ = Q, + 7, where 17 E W(L&+,). If t E IV*(Q), then oi and 7 cannot 
both vanish, so we may set 
This definesfo(6) for all 6 E W*(Q). Moreover, if q = 0, then 
f&y := f,(a) < a .< S& = 6; 
and if v E l+‘*(sZ,+,), then fo([) = S& -t g@+r(v) < .QN + 17 = 5. Con- 
sequently, fn is a regressive function for Q. Finally, for each 6 E W(Q), we 
have 
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where we have used (for the first and only time) the fact that the sequence (qE) 
is non-decreasing. Thus fn is a (q&-regressive function for Q. 
Lemma Al.5 is proved. 
LEMMA A1.6. Let Q < 03, and let (m5) be as in the statement of Theorem 
Al .4. Then I2 is (+m,))-accessibZe if and only if m, is z--accessible over m, . 
Proof. We make use of the following criterion ([I] Section 41): (C) For 
a limit ordinal p > 0, N, is inaccessible if and only if p is a regular limit 
ordinal such that p = wp or, equivalently, p = N, . 
Write m, = K, ; then, for any ordinal [, we have 
Suppose first that Q is not (+m,))- accessible. Then by definition there is 
a regular limit ordinal p in w0 < p < Q such that 
(5 < P>- (Al .7) 
By (A1.3), this implies that m5 < i ([ < p), so that mp = SUP<<~ m, < p; 
consequently p = K, = mp, by (A1.6). Therefore m, is n-inaccessible, by 
(C) and (Al .7). S ince m, < mP < m, , this proves that m, is not n-accessible 
over m, . 
Suppose conversely that m, is not n-accessible over m, . Then there is an 
ordinal p in 0 < p < -Q for which m,, is r-inaccessible. Now p cannot be 
isolated: for if p = 01 + 1, we obtain from (Al .3) the contradiction m, < mp , 
r(m,> 3 m,+1 = mQ . Thus p is a limit ordinal. But then, since N=+,, (= m,) 
is inaccessible, it follows from (C) that the limit ordinal 01 + p is regular and 
that 01 -1 p = W~+~ . But (Y + p = supElO(a: + 0, so regularity requires that 
p = 01 + p. Thus p is a regular limit ordinal with p = up, whence p > w,, . 
Finally, (A1.7) is satisfied, because ,j (= m,) is r-inaccessible. Theerfore 8 is 
not (n(m,))-accessible. This completes the proof of Lemma Al .6. 
Theorem Al.4 follows immediately from Lemmas Al.4 and A1.6. 
A2. THE INDUCTION PRINCIPLE 
Throughout this section, %? is a class whose elements will be called %?- 
objects, 9’ is a property of families of q-objects, and r is a function (the rank) 
from %? to the class of cardinals. A family of %-objects with property Pp will 
be called a .p-fumily. 
We shall assume that the following substitution condition is satisfied for 
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all infinite cardinals 1~ in some given range: (SC,,) Given pairwise disjoint 
indexing sets M, N, P such that 
(4 N =m~ II, 
(k) P ~ = v(n), 
and given V-o@ects s,, (A t M u N) such thut 
(A,!) Y(.~“) < n (v i N), 
(k) .xn (A E M U N) is a Y-family, 
there exist %-objecfs s, (p E P) such that 
(K) /(SO) = I2 (P t 4 
(%) .v,, (A E M U P) is a .Y-family. 
Our object is to establish conditions under which the existence of a ‘large’ 
Y-family may be deduced from the existence of a ‘small’ Y-family. 
THEOREM A2.1. Let m,, m be in$nite cardinals such that m is rr-accessible 
over m, . Asume _ that .Y is a property of Jinite character, and that (SC,) is 
satis$ed whenever m,, <z n I< m. Then, given pairwise disjoint indexing sets M*, 
N*, P* such that 
I$ 
1 N* i =- m, , 
1 P,* / =- 7r(n) (m,, ::I n -< m), 
where P$ (mO < n < m) is a partition qf P*, and given V-objects x,, 
(A E M* u N*) such that 
(4 Y(SJ < m, (v EN*), 
(B) x,, (A EM* u N*) is a -Y-farnib, 
there e.& %‘-objects x,, (p E P*) such that 
(A’) Y(2.J = 12 (p E P,‘, m, =: n :I_c m), 
(R’) ,xn (A E M* U P*) is a Y-family. 
An example constructed in the next section shows that the condition that VT 
be n-accessible over m,, cannot in general be suppressed. 
I-)roof. ‘There is nothing to be proved if m < m,, ; so we assume that 
m > m,, . Let (ms) be the sequence of all cardinals ,> m, , taken in order, and 
write m := mR_l . Then, by Theorem Al.4, there exists a (z(m,))-regressive 
function for Q -- 1. We extend the definition off by setting 
f(Q ~~ 1) -f(Q) = 0; (A2.1) 
clearly, f becomes a (rr(m,))-regressive function for 9 + 1. 
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Let n be the set of ordered pairs of ordinals defined by 
n = {(t, 77) If(T) .c, !ft -: 7 . Qb (A2.2) 
Choose a system of pairwise disjoint indexing sets /l,, for (6, 7) t 17, disjoint 
from M*, A’*, P*, and of cardinalities given by 
and set 
M(a) = u A,, u M* E’-r.c, 
N4 = u 47, I 5.;a=n 
PC4 = u 4, *=a;,, i 
(a < n>, (A2.4) 
where the union in each case is taken only over pairs ([, 7) E II. 
It is immediate from (A2.4) that for each a: .< Q the 3 sets M(a), N(a), P(U) 
are pairwise disjoint. We note for reference a few further simple consequences 
of (A2.3) and (82.4). First, at an isolated ordinal 3~ Y 0 we have the obvious 
identity, 
M(a) u N(a) : M(a - 1) u P(Cx! - 1) (0 < 01 --< 9, 01 isolated). (A2.5) 
Again, at a limit ordinal 01 it is easily verified that M(N) u N(a) may be 
expressed as the union of an ascending sequence of subsets by the formula, 
w4 u N4 = tJ WA 4 
l3<E 
(a ::: Q, a: limit ordinal), (A2.6) 
where 
M(j3, a) =r u A,, u M" CM@) (/3 < 01 I’ Q). (A2.7) 
E33<a<n 
Finally, we prove that 
i Wa)I 2 me (0 < 01 -< Q), 
I P(a)\ = +fz,) (a < Q). 
For, by (A2.2) to (A2.4) and (A1.3) we have, for 0 < OL < Q, 
(A2.7) 
(A2.8) 
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so (A2.7) holds. To establish (A2.8), we note first that for !X .< Q our choice 
off implies that 
so that 
because 
by the (n(mf))-regressivity off and by (A1.3); hence, by (A2.2) to (A2.4), 
Now assume inductively that cy. < Q and that %-objects X, (p E lJacG P&I)) 
have been found so that, for all ,kI < 01, 
G-9 +%> = % (P E Wh 
w X~ (h E M(p) U P(p)) is a P-family. 
If 01 = 0, our inductive hypothesis is vacuous, and we may apply (SC,) 
for n = m, with M = M(0) = M*, N = IV*, P = P(0). For (a,), (A,), (B,) 
reduce to the hypotheses (a), (A), (B) of the theorem, and (b,) to the case 
CY = 0 of (A2.8); so the conditions of (SC,,) are all satisfied. Therefore there 
exist g-objects x,, (h E P(0)) satisfying (A& (B,$; for (A,$, (Bh) are precisely 
the conditions (AA), (BL) of the conclusion of (SC,). 
Suppose therefore that 0 i’ o( < 52. We note that (Bi) is meaningful for 
/3 < cl; for (A2.4) implies that 
M(p) u P(p) = u A,, C u u 'I,, -7: u P(Y), 
ECB<Tl yia C=ydTi Y<O 
so that the w-objects involved are certainly defined. 
We observe next that the following two conditions are satisfied: 
(Aa) fW < m, (v E N(4), 
FL) X~ (X E M(a) u N(a)) is a P-family. 
For if v E N(m), it follows from (A2.4) that v E P(p) for some p < o(, so that X, 
is defined, and r(q) = mB < m, , by (A;). Thus (A,) holds. Again, if a: is an 
isolated ordinal, (B,) reduces to (BL-,), by (A2.5). And if 01 is a limit ordinal, 
(B,) follows at once from (A2.6), (A2.7) and the (Bi) for B < cy; for .P is by 
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hypothesis a property of finite character, so that any subfamily of a S-family 
is a P-family, and any union of an ascending sequence of P-families is a 
.9-family. Thus (BJ holds in either case. 
Now take n = m, and apply (SC,) with M = M(a), P = P(a), and N 
a subset of cardinal m, in N(a); the existence of such a subset N is guaranteed 
by (A2.7). Then (a,) is certainly satisfied, (b,) follows from (A2.8), and (A,), 
(B7$) reduce to (AJ, (B,). Therefore there exist ‘g-objects X, (p E P(a)) 
satisfying (-I:), (B:), because these conditions are the same as (A,,), (B,). 
We conclude by transfinite induction that there exist V-objects x, 
(P E U,i. Q P(P)) such that (A& PJ are satisfied for all /3 < 9. As before, it 
follows that (II,) is satisfied. But (A2.1) (‘42.2) and (A2.4) imply 
that M(R) = M”, N(Q) = lJaclB /l,, ; therefore (B,) asserts that X* 
(h EM* u Utiin A,?,) is a Y-family. Finally, we observe that for all /3 < Q 
we have 
Y(XJ = ?nfl (P E 4Q), 
by (A;) and (A2.4), and 
by (A2.4) and the condition (b) of the theorem. A simple reindexing therefore 
completes the proof of Theorem A2.1. 
The theorem is applied in the form of 
THEOREM 112.2. Let q, m be in$nite cardinals such that m is n-accessible 
over q. Assume that B is a property of finite character, that (SC,) is satisfied 
whenever q < n < m, and that there exists a Y-family x,, (A E A,), indexed by 
a set A, of cardinal x(q) and such that r(xA) = q (A E A,). Then there exists a 
.9-family xA (A E A) with the property that, for each cardinal n in the range 
q < n ,( m, there is a subset A(n) of cardinal n(n) in A such that By = n 
0 E 44). 
Proof. Let m,, be the least cardinal > q, choose disjoint subsets M*, N* of 
(1, such that 1 M* j = r(q), / N* 1 = m, , and apply Theorem A2.1. 
A3. AN EXAMPLE 
In this final section we construct an example to show that Theorem A2.1 
is in a sense best-possible. For the example it is convenient to employ the 
language of classes rather than that of families. 
Let r be any function from the class of cardinals into itself satisfying (Al .3). 
Let m, be an infinite cardinal, write (mc) for the sequence of all cardinals 
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2 m,, , taken in order, and let Q bc the least ordinal such that IQ is not 
n-accessible over 772, ?or x if no such ordinal crists. Note that it follows from 
I,emma ‘Il.6 and Definition =li .3 that in either cast 9 is regular. 
Choose pairwisc disjoint sets C, (f t H’(Q)) with 
I c, I = 44 (t E WQ))* 
Let % be the union of the sets C’, ([ t W(Q)), and define 
s(x) = (, 1.(s) : vz2: (x E c, ) ( E w(n)). 
(A3.1) 
(A3.2) 
Now, for each [ E W*(Q), it follows from (A3.1) and (A1.3) that 
therefore there exists a function q+ : C, -+ un..c C,, such that 
I &(x)1 = +4 (by E c, > 11 < 0. (A3.3) 
Let q~ : L: \ C, -+ %? be the function defined by 
d4 = p’&) (x 5 c, , t E w*w. (A3.4) 
Now, for each x: ~44, the sequence of ordinals S(X), S(~)(X)), s($(x)),... is 
strictly decreasing, so ncccssarily finite, and it clearly must terminate in 0; 
so there is a well-defined nonnegative integer I(X) such that v”(x) is defined if 
and only if 0 :< R 5~ I(X), and 
s(cp”“‘(x)) = 0. (A3.5) 
Let X, y be distinct elements of %. By (A3.5) th ere certainly exist non-negative 
integers h -:I 2(.x) and k ,-‘g 1(y) such that 
4vJ’“(x)) = +P,“(Y))- (A3.6) 
Let ,%(a, y) be the least value of h for which (A3.6) holds for some k; then it is 
easily seen that the corresponding value of k is h(y, m), so that we have, in 
particular, 
S(V 
ll(.c,a,(,)) = s(g;“‘l/,“‘(y)). (A3.7) 
We define a subclass /l of % to be a P-class if, and only if, 
v h(r.“yX) # pY.xyy) 
whenever X, y are distinct elements of fl. 
(A3.8) 
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(i) 1J Ll is a r/on-elnpfy .Y-ckss, then sup s(A) i R. Assume for a contra- 
diction that /l is a non-empty Y-class with sup s(A) = Q. arrange the 
ordinals in s(A) as an ascending sequence CQ ([ < Q’), where Q’ :.< 8; 
since Q is regular, and supE<o, ac = Q, WC have Q’ = Q. For each 5 E IV(Q), 
choose an element xg E fl with 
S(Xf) = 015 ; W-9) 
and, for each 5 E W*(Q), write 
f(5) = mint77 E Vi3 I 4~ ,4 = &?I. (A3.11) 
It is immediate from (A3.11) thatf is a regressive function for Q. By Theorem 
Al.4 and our choice of Q, f cannot be (n(m:))-regressive, so there exists an 
ordinal y E IV(Q) such that 1 f-‘(r)1 > a(m,). Since n(nzy) > m, > X:, , it 
follows that there exist non-negative integers h, k such that 
I K I > +h), (A3.12) 
where 
K = {c? f-l(y) / h(f) = h, h(x, ) XJ = K). (A3.13) 
Consider two ordinals e, 7 EK with 77 < 5. By (A3.7) and (A3.13), we have 
Therefore h 3 h(~, , x,,), by the definition of h(x, , x,); whence h = h(x, , .x,J, 
by (A3.10) and (A3.13). It now follows by (A3.7) and (A3.14) that we also 
have h = h(,r, , I~). Since Lye , X, arc distinct elements of fl and fl is assumed 
to be a Y-class, (A3.14) implies that @(xc) # @(x,). Thus the elements 
@(x~) ([ E K) are pairwise distinct, and by (A3.14) and (A3.2) they all belong 
to C, , where p = s($(x.,)) <.. y. Therefore, by (-43.1) and (A3.12), 
contrary to (A1.3). The contradiction establishes (i). 
(ii) Let M, N be disjoint subsets of V such that MU N is a Y-class, und 
suppose that for some infinite cardinal n, 1 N / > n, r(x) < n (x EN); then 
there exists a subset P of %, disjoint from M and N, such that M u P is u .Y-class 
and ! P j = z-(n), I(X) -- 11 (x E P). 
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Choose x0 EN. Then n :- r(sJ ~~ m, , so that IZ = m, for some ordinal 
-I- 0. Write /3 = sup s(;V). Since N is a Y-class, it follows from (i) that 
so that N is contained in the union of the C, (t < fi); therefore 
111, -:- n iv 1 .< c 7T(FF75) :I- T(FFl,), 
f::A 
which is less than mR , by our choice of V. Consequently, a: < LX Take 
P = p,l(xJ. Then j P 1 == n(m,) = z(n), by (A3.3); and s(x) = a, 
Y(X) = m, = n (2 E P), by (A3.2) and our choice of qua . It is clear that P is 
disjoint from N, because Y takes distinct values on N and P. If there is an 
clement x’ E Mn P, then, since p(x) = x,, , we must have h(x, x,,) = 1, 
% > x) == 0, so that (A3.8) is false when y =: x0 , contrary to our hypothesis 
that M u N is a g-class; hence M n P i;i. 
To see that M u P is a P-class, consider two distinct elements X, y E M u P, 
and write h = h(x, y), K = h(y, x); we must prove that Q?(X) # y”‘(y). 
If 5, y EM, there is nothing to prove. If x, y E P, then h = li = 0 because 
s(x) = s(y) = U; and by hypothesis x f y. For the remaining case, we may 
assume that x E P, y E M. Then x0 , y are distinct elements of M u N, so that 
@(x0) # $(y), s($(xa)) = s($(y)), where i = h(x, ,y),j = h(y, ~a). There- 
fore @+l(x) # y?(y), s(@‘(x)) = s(@(y)); so i j- 1 3 h, j 3 K, and 
r$(x) # v’;(y). This completes the proof of (ii). 
Thus 9 is a property of finite character, satisfying the substitution con- 
dition (SC,) for every infinite cardinal n, and there is a P-class consisting of 
n(m,) V-objects of rank ma ; but the rank of every %-object is n-accessible 
over m, , and the ranks of the V-objects in any P-class are bounded by a 
cardinal which is n-accessible over m, . The moral whereof is, that the 
methods of the present paper cannot be used to prove, for example, that there 
exists a set @ of 5 subspaces of a vector space I/ of dimension 3 K, over the 
field Q of rationals such that E(V; %) g Q, and that some essentially new 
idea is needed to decide the question of the existence of indecomposable 
abelian groups of cardinal 3 K, (see l-41). 
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